Subject: Invitation to Participate in SATHA Annual Innovation Awards

Dear Sir/Madam,

South Asia Triple Helix Association-SATHA is South Asian Chapter of International Triple Helix Association in University of Management and Technology. SATHA promotes R&D collaboration and offers S&T policy advices. SATHA gives annual Innovation Award and invites individuals and organizations from academia, industry, public and private sector to participate. The Award is given on the occasion of annual Invention to Innovation Summit. Next 1st Invention to Innovation Summit is scheduled in University of Baluchistan on May 4-5, 2016.

Annual Innovation Award is designed to appreciate individuals and organizations that make socioeconomic impact through innovative solutions. We can define Innovation as “something new to the people/country with positive effect in terms of cost, time, material or improved human life”. The innovative works may include import substitution, value addition of resources, solution to problem, and innovative approach to improve the peoples’ life.

Kindly share this information with your fellow members/organizations and encourage others to share their innovative solutions.

Sponsorship for Innovation Awards is requested. The awards will be given on donor name like “SRC Award of Rs. 100,000” for viable chemistry technologies.

Note: The Innovation Award consists of medal, certificate, letter of appreciation and probable financial reward. The decision of committee will be final and cannot be challenged. The details may be sent to Faiza Kalsoom– satha@irp.edu.pk - or call 0321-4917181 or visit: www.irp.edu.pk

Organizations and Individuals are requested to join growing International network of Triple Helix. Click here for International Triple Helix Membership, UK

Regards

Abid H K Shirwani
President
South Asia Triple Helix Association